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ABSTRACT

Experiments have been carried out to determine the efiect of pressure and temperature
on the rate of formation of quartz from silicic acid. The rate is much more sensitive to
pressure than temperature and this is discussed in terms of possible mechanisms. Cristo-
balite and silica-K appear as intermediate phases before quartz is formed in appreciable
quantity. In this system increasing pressure favours the attainment of equilibrium rnore
than increasing temperature.

INrnopucrtoN

In most experimental studies designed to determine phase relations in
a mineral system the st.arting materials chosen are those which allow reac-
tion to proceed in a reasonable time. The constituents are often used in
some amorphous reactive condition, a glass or gel, which also assists in
the final r-ray anaiysis to determine the phases present. It is always de-
sirable that the phases which are grown at a given pressure and tempera-
ture, be those having the lowest possible free energies of formation and
thus represent the thermodynamicaily stable assemblage. But by using
the most reactive starting materials the diff iculty of obtaining stable
products may be at a maximum. From such unstable reactants many
metastable assemblages, more stable than the reactants, may easily be
f ormed.

ft has been recognized for a long time that during hydrothermal crys-
tall ization of amorphous sil ica, metastable phases commonly are formed
and persist for considerable periods. As an understanding of such phe-
nomena appears fundamental in the interpretation of experimental re-
sults a more detailed study of the crystall ization of amorphous sil ica lvas
undertaken.

ExpBnrupNrAL PRocEDURE

The general procedure followed was to allow samples of amorphous
sil ica to react with water at a fixed pressure and temperature {or various
times and then to rapidly cool the reaction vessels. The products were
then examined with an rc-ray diffractometer. The silica used in this
study was powdered A. R. sil icic acid (100 mesh) manufactured by
Nlall inckrodt Chemical Co. This materiai was not completely amorphous
but an r-ray pattern showed a broad diffuse hump (see Fig. 1) with a
centre close to the position of the strongest l ine of cristobalite. Hydro-
thermal experiments were carried out in test-tube bombs with the sample
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in a silver capsule with ends pinched off to avoid contamination. The

tubes were not sealed. TemDerature control was to +3o C.

Expn,nrrrn,xrAL REsULTS

In Table I, data from a series of experiments are summarized.

DrscussroN

The reproducibil i ty of the times of conversions is not high but in
general anomalies were less than 20/6. Temperature has a rather small
effect on the rate, but pressure has a very marked effect and an error in
pressure could cause a significant variation, particularly at low pres-

sures. Only three experiments were conducted at 15,000 p.s.i. where the
times were inconveniently long and the results, while being of the order
of t ime expected are anomalies with respect to temperature. This
anomaly could be explained by pressure uncertainty.

From an inspection of the results in Table I a number of conclusions
which have important bearing on the mechanism are apparent. These
are:

1 Quartz does not appear in significant quantities until tlr.o other phases have formecl

2. Cristobalite is the first phase to form although in some series rvhere run times arc

short a really sharp cristobalite pattern may not develop.

3. When cristobalite is rvell developed, silica K is normally present.

4. Silica-K appears to change rapidly to quartz once it is r'r'ell formed.

5. In all runs the assemblages recorded are qtartz, quartz and silica-K, silica-K and

cristobalite, cristobalite. In one run only a very small amount of quartz r,vas ob-

served along with major silica-K and minor cristobalite
6. Tridymite was not lormed in any experiments in suflicient quantity to appear in

an J-ray pattern.

7. Pressure has a much greater influence than temperature on the reaction rate in the

temperature range studied.
8. In this system a pressure increase of 1000 bars favours the attainment of equi-

librium more than a temperature increase of 100" C. This may not have been antici

pated from the great mass of chemical data on temperature eflects on reaction

kinetics.

We may now consider what details of mechanism may be deduced
from these observations. It is certain that the path Iollowed in these re-
actions is:

almost amorphous silica + cristobalite + silica-K + quartz.

The change sil ica-K to qtartz appears to occur more rapidly than stages
leading to sil ica-K. A set of typical r-ray patterns i l lustrating these
changes is shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that in some longer runs
at iower pressures cristobalite develops more strongly before sil ica-K
appears. In Fig. 2 data are plotted to illustrate the effect of pressure on
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Frc. 1. A set of diffractometer patterns illustrating changes in structure rvith time,
taken from runs at 45,000 p-s i. and 430' C.

(a) Largeiy amorphous SiOz.
(b) Cristobalite developing.
(c) Silica-K developing ivith cristobalite.
(d) Silica-K the major phase with cristobalite ancl a small amount ol quartz.
(e) Silica-K the major phase with strong quartz. Cristobalite has disappearecl.
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(1[ola; C:cristoba]ite, K:silica-K or keatite, Q:quartz. A mixture K*Q signifies
that siiica-K is the major phase).

the time necessary for the 100of conversion to quattz. A qualitative pic-

ture of the process is i l lustrated diagrammatically in Fig' 3.

The process of the formation of a new phase may be considered to

involve the following steps l isted on page 9I2.
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Frc. 2.I'he variation with pressure of the time for 100/6 conversion to qtuLartz.

(a) the starting materials pass into solution,
(b) nuclei of the new phase form,
(c) nuclei of the new phase grow by transfer of material from the de-

caying phase.

Any of these three steps can be rate controll ing.
Some selection of these possibil i t ies can be made and with this in view

some measurements were made of the rate of solution of ouartz and its

Reqion  o f  c . i s tobo l i te  o .
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Fic. 3. Diagrammatic representation of phase assemblages during typical runs,
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Frc. 4. Efiect of pressure on the rate of solution of quartz at 400' C'

variation with temperature and pressure. While quartz was used in these

experiments, it is not unreasonable to assume that the rate of solution

of the other phases of sil ica wil l show similar variation. In these experi-

ments a single quartz crystal was suspended in a pressure vessel for a

given time at constant pressure and temperature. The amount of sil ica

which had passed into solution was determined by weight loss. It is obvi-

ous that the rate is proportional to surface area but this factor can be

made negligible by using the same crystal in all experiments forming a

set, and as the amount lost in each is very small a fairly constant surface

area can be assumed. In Fig. 4 some results are shown for the amount

dissolved in one hour at 400' C. and varying pressures. It wil l be noticed

that the amount dissolved in unit t ime increases fairly steadily with pres-

sure but tends to fall off as higher pressures are reached' In Fig. 5 data

are given to i l lustrate the effect of temperature at constant pressure for

a time of one hour. The temperature effect is quite large and tends to in-

crease with temperature. Inspection of these results indicates no cor-

relation with the rates of transformation with respect to both pressure

and temperature. For example from the temperature effecL we would

anticipate a iour-fold increase in the rate for 100" C. if the rate of solu-

tion was controll ing. The data indicates a very much smaller efiect. It is

thus reasonable to assume that the rate of soiution does not control the

overall rate.
A study of the rate of solution at constant pressure and temperature

indicated that the solution obeys an equation of the type

au
__ :  K ( I [ "  _  r r )
a ,

913
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Frc. 5. Effect of tenrperature on the rate of solution of qtartz at 15,000 p.s.i.

This is typical of many solution processes. (I) (w:weight dissolved,
U/" is the weight at saturation. K is the rate constant including constant
terms for the volume of the system and surface area). On integration this
becomes

Kl: ln (--{t-)
\W" - w/

and

n ( r"-)
\ t4"  -  w/

should be a l inear function of t ime. A plot for a typical set of results is
shown in Fig. 6. We have found, however, that the data is not of suffici-
ent accuracy to allow calculation of other kinetic functions.

A few experiments were attempted to obtain information on the rate
of growth ol a qrartz crystal in a solution saturated with amorphous
sil ica. Results were erratic and present data indicate l itt le more than
that pressure increases the rate of growth. It is probably possible to elim-
inate rate of solution as the major factor on the following grounds. A
phase should grow most rapidly in an environment where the supersat-
uration is largest. Thus if quartz nuclei were forming at the start of
crystallization, then they should grow rapidly in the presence of amor-
phous sil ica, perhaps more so than the other possible phases. Experiments
indicate that quartz does grow very rapidly from sil ica-K, in a small
fraction of the total t ime, even though the supersaturation with respect
to quartz must be less than in an environment with amorphous sil ica or
cristobalite.

If rates of growth and solution are not the controll ing processes then
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Frc.6.  Test  of  rate equat ion for  solut ion of  quartz,  at  400'C. and 15,000 p.s. i '

we must examine the possibil i ly that nucleation is rate controll ing. The

main problem in this respecL is to explain the order of appearance of the

phases. Normally it r,vould be anticipated that a phase would form nu-

clei in a medium where the supersaturation factor is large. This is not

in accord with these observations. However, in this system the amount

of supersaturation cannot be very large and the results suggest that

nucleation is induced on solid phases already present. Thus the starting

materiai shows some order suggesting a relationship to cristobalite and

cristobaiite is the first phase of form. The general physical properties of

sil ica-K such as density and refractive index (2) suggest that it is inter-

mediate between cristobalite and quartz and in this case it may form

nuclei on cristobalite with greater ease than qttartz. Similarly, qvarLz

might form nuclei readily on sil ica-K.
On this model of induced nucleation it might be expected that early

formed cristobalite woukl produce silica-K and that this in turn would

produce qnartz and all would appear together. This is not typical of what

is observed. An explanation can be made along the following l ines' Nu-

cleation is an unfavourable reaction and can be considered to start from

a suitably oriented group of atoms condensed on a surface. It is obvious

that the greater the area of suitable surface available the greater is the

chance of this process occurring. In this way the number of nuclei of

sil ica-K forming becomes large only when a large, rapidly growing sur-

face of cristobalite is present and similarly the rate of nucleation of

quartz becomes large only when a large surface of sil ica-K is present'
' l 'his relationship to surface aiso explains why an added seed crystai has

Iitt le efiect as it presents relatively l i tt le nerv surface. It is also commonly

observed in the experiments that pseudomorphs init ially form such as
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balls of cristobalite covered with a high index skin of sil ica-K (c{. the re-
marks of Keat (2) on the diff iculties of refractive index determinations).

If the above arguments are reasonable then nucleation induced on
other phases is the overali rate controll ing process, coupled to some ex-
tent with growth. It remains to explain why this is so sensitive to pres-
sure and less sensitive to temperature in the range examined. It is weli
known that alkalis catalyse the reaction and this may perhaps provide a
clue. We have observed complete conversion to quarLz, from the same
starting materials, in a few hours in the presence of dilute KOH at 250'
C. If hydroxyl ions catalyse the reaction it is possible that nucleation is
controlled by the number of some species of sil icate anion. The behaviour
reported is not opposed to such a proposition. In the absence of alkali the
sil icate ion concentration wil l be controlled by the dissociation constants
of sil icic acid and dissociation constants vary steadily with pressure.
Franck (3) has carried out extensive calculations on the variation of the
ionic product of water in the supercrit ical region and one would expect
other weak acids to show similarit ies. Pressure has a large effect on the
dissociation, increasing at low pressures. The effect of temperature varies
greatly depending on the region. For example, at 1000 bars and 350o C.,
log K.  is  -10.97,  whi le  at  450'C.  and 1000 bars the value is  -10.90.
At both these temperatures a change to 2000 bars increases the strength
by a much larger factor. At other temperatures, both higher and lower,
temperature may have a larger effect. With sil ica, as well as the acid
strength increasing, the concentration in solution increases with pres-
sure. An analysis of the kinetics suggests, however, that for the pressure
effect to be explained qualitatively on the basis of a sil icate ion concen-
tration this ion would have to be doubly charged. Before any final state-
ment can be made a wider temperature range should be studied.

It should be emphasized that the pattern followed in this series of ex-
periments is not always observed. In a great number of experiments when
glasses and mixes of compositions corresponding to NazO, AlrOa, 6-
10SiOz were crystall ized mixtures of quartz and cristobalite were formed
but never sil ica-K. Tridymite did not appear even at temperatures above
800' C. A few experiments with a much less dense sample of sil ica gel
indicated that the rate was much slower. In all these runs the same pres-
sure sensitivity was observed.
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